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PGYTECH handlebar mount (P-GM-171)
Capture your next trip from an unusual perspective. The PGYTECH P-GM-171 mount allows you to stably mount your sports camera on
the handlebars of your bicycle, motorcycle mirror and more. It also features a sturdy, durable design, and is very easy to install thanks to
the patented CapLock system. The product also features wide compatibility, and is made of durable aluminum alloy.
 
Unmatched stability
Have peace of mind that the camera is securely attached to the steering wheel or mirror of your vehicle. The patented CapLock system
allows you to quickly and reliably mount the equipment anywhere - even bumpy roads or sudden braking won't intimidate it. In addition,
rubber  elements  increase  friction  and  prevent  rapid  wear  of  the  accessory,  and  the  solid  aluminum  alloy  construction  guarantees
durability and stability.
 
Record from any angle
Position the camera exactly the way you want and get an unusual perspective. The PGYTECH mount allows you to adjust the tilt angle up
to 180° and rotates 360°. You can also lock it in the desired position to give your mounted device the stability it needs.
 
Wide compatibility
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The clamp with an adjustable width of 17-37 mm allows you to easily mount the mount in various places - not only on the handlebars,
but  also,  for  example,  on  a  mirror,  on  a  handrail  or  on  a  thin  branch.  The accessory  is  also  equipped with  a  ¼-inch  screw,  making it
compatible with many sports cameras, phone holders and selfie sticks.
 
Included
MountCapLock quick release mountAdapter for sports camerasScrewTightening wrenchLanyardUser manual
 
ManufacturerPGYTECHNameSuper Clamp MountModelP-GM-171MaterialAluminum alloy, PA, rubberWeight272 gDimensions124 x 73 x 53
mmCompatibilitySports cameras, smartphones

Preço:

€ 47.50
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